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SONAR enables cell type deconvolution with
spatially weighted Poisson-Gamma model
for spatial transcriptomics

Zhiyuan Liu 1,2, Dafei Wu1, Weiwei Zhai 1,2,3 & Liang Ma 1

Recent advancements in spatial transcriptomic technologies have enabled the
measurement of whole transcriptome profiles with preserved spatial context.
However, limited by spatial resolution, themeasured expressions at each spot
are often from a mixture of multiple cells. Computational deconvolution
methods designed for spatial transcriptomic data rarely make use of the
valuable spatial information as well as the neighboring similarity information.
Here, we propose SONAR, a Spatially weighted pOissoN-gAmma Regression
model for cell-type deconvolution with spatial transcriptomic data. SONAR
directly models the raw counts of spatial transcriptomic data and applies a
geographically weighted regression framework that incorporates neighboring
information to enhance local estimation of regional cell type composition. In
addition, SONAR applies an additional elastic weighting step to adaptively
filter dissimilar neighbors, which effectively prevents the introduction of local
estimation bias in transition regions with sharp boundaries. We demonstrate
the performance of SONAR over other state-of-the-art methods on synthetic
data with various spatial patterns. We find that SONAR can accurately map
region-specific cell types in real spatial transcriptomic data including mouse
brain, human heart and human pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. We further
show that SONAR can reveal the detailed distributions and fine-grained co-
localization of immune cells within the microenvironment at the tumor-
normal tissue margin in human liver cancer.

Organisms are comprised of various types of cells and the function of
their tissues is largely determined by the cellular spatial
organization1–3. The rapid advancement of recent spatial technologies
allows for more extensive interrogation of cellular distribution over
relevant spatial domains and deeper understanding of tissue functions
through cellular interactions within the surrounding environment1,4. In
particular, the sequencing-based techniques such as Slide-seq5,6, ST7,
and Visium8, are able to investigate larger tissue areas withmore genes
as compared to common image-based techniques4,9. Despite the
increasing popularity and widespread applications, these sequencing-

based techniques are generally hindered by their spatial resolution,
which measures RNA transcripts in spatial locations (referred to as
spots) with radius mainly ranging from 10–100μm according to dif-
fered technologies1. Thus, each spot normally contains multiple cells,
resulting in genes being quantified from cell mixtures. Estimate cell
type composition through computational deconvolution becomes an
essential step before downstream analysis to explore spatial distribu-
tion, spatial co-localization, or spatial interaction of cell types9–12.

A number of computational algorithms, which designed specifi-
cally for deconvolution spatial transcriptomics with single-cell RNA
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sequencing data as references, has been recently proposed13,14. Meth-
ods such as SpatialDWLS15, SPOTlight16, and CARD17 are based on non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) or non-negative least squares
(NNLS) algorithms. These principles make underlying normality
assumption and have been commonly applied to bulk tissue decon-
volution (MuSiC18, SCDC19, DecOT20). Generally, Spatial transcriptomic
data are often in form of counts1,21. Probabilistic-based methods such
as RCTD22, Cell2location23, Stereoscope24, model the raw counts of
spatial transcriptomics with Poisson or Negative-Binomial distribu-
tions under likelihood or Bayesian framework. These probabilistic-
based methods are able to incorporate statistical parameterization of
various effects, such as location-specific shift and/or overdispersion of
the observed expression counts. They have been demonstrated to
yield robust performance in recent studies25,26.

In spatial transcriptomic data (ST data), the resolved relative
spatial localization of spots provide valuable information about
neighboring context17,27. The Tobler’s first law of geography, ‘Every-
thing is related to everything else, but near things are more related
thandistant things’, alsoapplies to biological systems28,29. For example,
similar cell type compositions are likely to be identified within prox-
imal tissue domains, where tissues are organized communities of cells
that work together to perform specific functions2,30. Study of Droso-
phila embryo also revealed that physically closed cells tend to have
similar expression profiles and vice versa31. The spatial information
provided in ST data have been utilized to aid spatial clustering or
segmentation algorithms, such as STAGATE32, BayesSpace33, and
FICT34, with enhanced performance. However, such precious infor-
mation is rarely applied to deconvolution methods designed for
ST data.

To the best of our knowledge, CARD17 and SD235 are the few
deconvolution algorithms that make explicit use of spatial informa-
tion. CARDmodels spatial dependencies of cell type proportions by a
conditional autoregressive model with a Gaussian kernel, where the
spatial covariance structure is fixed and depends only on pairwise
distance. SD2 applies a graph convolutional network (GCN) framework
and utilizes spatial information by connecting each spot to its four
nearest spatial neighbors in an unweighted graph. Note that the spatial
information should be used with caution among tissues with hetero-
geneous pattern. The cellular spatial organization of tissues can be
drastically altered by disease and/or infectious and inflammatory
processes9. Specifically, there exists the so-called edge effect, which
refers to a greater diversity at the boundary of communities, between
tissue regions with diverse functions36. For instance, the cell type
composition varies dramatically in different layers of mouse cortex37

and in the tumor microenvironment at the tumor-normal margin36.
The spatial relatedness will vanish around these boundaries due to
strong edge effect. In such cases, assigning fixed weights to neigh-
boring spots, as CARD does, or aggregating spots uniformly in the
neighborhood as SD2 does, can lead to biased estimates of cell type
composition in regions near the boundary between heterogeneous
patches. The bias can be further propagated to local areas through
conditional autoregressive modeling or deep GCN framework.

In this study, to fill in the aforementioned gaps, we propose a
Spatially weighted pOissoN-gAmma Regression model, termed
SONAR, for cell-type deconvolution with spatial transcriptomic data.
SONAR has three main properties. First, SONAR directly models the
raw counts in ST data directly with a Poisson-Gamma mixture dis-
tribution, which is able to account for the overdispersion effect. Sec-
ond, in order to make full use of the rich spatial information, SONAR
applies a geographically weighted regression framework, which esti-
mates cell type composition at each spatial spot by borrowing infor-
mation from neighbors. Third, to avoid bias due to the edge effects,
SONAR includes a pre-clustering step and incorporates an elastic
weighting strategy to adaptively tune the spatial kernel weights
according to expression similarity. These stepswill effectively filter out

dissimilar neighboring spots that are unlikely to share common cell
type composition. By comprehensive simulation studies, we demon-
strate the performance of SONAR over other state-of-the-art decon-
volution methods. Furthermore, we show that SONAR can accurately
map regional specific cell types in real ST data, includingmouse brain,
human heart as well as human pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma.
Finally, we show that SONAR can reveal the detailed distributions and
co-localization dynamics of immune cells around tumor leading edge
regions in liver cancer tissues.

Results
Overview of SONAR
In this section, we give a brief introduction to SONAR. A detailed
description of the algorithm can be found in the “Methods” section.

SONAR takes the expression count matrix Y = ðyi,g ÞI ×G of I spots
with G genes as input (Fig. 1a) and models each yi,g by a Poisson-
Gamma distribution (Fig. 1b). The Poisson mean is determined by the
product of three terms: the total depthΦi of spot i, the expected rate
of expression λi,g, and a random variable Vi,g, which accounts for the
over-dispersion effect21 and is characterized by a Gamma distribution
with both parameters equal to αi (Fig. 1b). Specifically, by given the
reference cell type signature matrix of T cell types, S= ðst,g ÞT ×G

, the
expected rate λi,g is modeled as a linear mixture of st,g for all cell types
with parameters βi = {βi,j : j = 0, 1, 2,⋯ , T}. Under this model the spot-
specific parameters βi and αi can be estimated by log-likelihood
Li(βi, αi) (see “Methods” section for details).

Since spatially adjacent regions are prone to have similar com-
positions of cell types30,32,33. SONAR employs the geographically
weighted likelihood principle which allows the spot-specific para-
meters to be calibrated by borrowing information from neighboring
spots38,39. The parameters at each spot i are thus estimated by max-
imizing the weighted local likelihood function T(βi, αi) over spots in
the local set N i, which constitutes of the focal spot i and its neigh-
boring spots under consideration (central equation in Fig. 1, “Meth-
ods” section). The spatial weights are modeled by SONAR with a bi-
squared kernel function and are additionally tuned according to
expression similarity (Fig. 1c, see “Methods” section for details).
Specifically, by performing a pre-clustering step, SONAR will give
zero weights to neighboring spots that have differed cluster assign-
ment with the focal spot. The non-zero weights will be further
adjusted, by elastic weighting, according to pairwise similarities of
spots (Fig. 1c). These adjustments will effectively prevent additional
bias caused by edge effects in tissues with complex spatial
patterns25,36,37.

Finally, SONAR outputs the spatial map of cell types and gives the
detailed composition of each spot (Fig. 1d). In the following sections,
we will make an in-depth evaluation of SONAR on synthetic and real
spatial transcriptomic data, and benchmark it to state-of-the-art
methods including RCTD, CARD, Cell2location, Stereoscope, SPOT-
light, SpatialDWLS, and SD2.

SONAR performed robustly on synthetic data
In order to systematically evaluate the performance of SONAR, we first
performed simulation studies on a set of pseudo spatial data gener-
ated based on single-cell RNA-seq data (“Methods” section). We divi-
ded our simulation into two schemes according to spatial
homogeneity patterns. In the first scheme, termed as Homo-Area, we
aimed to test local factors under a continuous region with homo-
geneous (similar) cell type composition across spots. In the second
scheme, named as Compo-Area, we intended to imitate more general
spatial structures in composite regions, which consist of multiple
homogeneous subregions with various organization patterns and
transition modes.

Under Homo-Area scheme, we designed a 20 by 20 (spots)
region with cells sampled at each spot from the same distribution of
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cell type compositions. We generated 80 datasets to assess the
impact of local factors including the abundance of the dominant
cells, the number of dominant types, the relative proportion of
multiple dominant types and the abundance of sparse cells (Fig. 2a
and Supplementary Fig. 1). SONAR was consistently a robust per-
former under various density and cell type proportion settings, while
RCTD, CARD, and SpatialDWLS also showed comparably good per-
formance (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 2). These methods were at
the top of the overall mean rank scores, with SONAR outperforming
others (Fig. 2c).

Homo-Area schemedemonstrated SONAR’s advantages in dealing
with a single homogeneous region. Nevertheless, in reality, spatial
patterns of tissues are more complicated and, in general, are formed
by multiple subregions36. The arrangement regions can be in the form
of Layer pattern13,40, Block pattern32,34, or Background pattern, where
one or more small patches inter-dispersed on a large background of
homogeneous region40,41 (“Methods” section, Supplementary Fig. 3a).
In addition to spatial patterns, the transition modes between sub-
regions also differ36. There can be a hard boundary between adjacent
regions, which we termed as Jump-transition. There are also soft
boundaries with gradient buffers36 or mixed buffers37, we respectively
named them as Gradient-transition and Mix-transition (“Methods”
section, Supplementary Fig. 3b).

We extended the region size to 20 by 40 spots in the Compo-Area
scheme. We generated 95 datasets with varying perspectives of tran-
sition modes, spatial patterns, and cell abundance between regions
(“Methods” section). We included in the benchmark a naïve version of
SONAR, denoted as SONAR-0,whichperformedwithout pre-clustering

and elastic weighting. Most algorithms are relatively robust under the
Compo-Area scheme (Supplementary Fig. 4). The overall performance
of SONAR (both versions), CARD, RCTD, and Cell2location are con-
sistently good, with SONAR consistently having the lowest estimated
error and ranking first in terms of overall mean rank (Fig. 2d and
Supplementary Fig. 4).

Interestingly, we observed apparent performance differences
in the two versions of SONAR under different transition modes due
to the edge effect, with the full version of SONAR being sig-
nificantly better (Fig. 2e). When there exist Jump-transition
between subregions, we found that SONAR-0 produces low and
smoothed estimation error within homogeneous regions, but
sharp errors at the border of two subregions (Fig. 2f). CARD, which
models spatial dependency according to only spatial distance, also
tends to spill errors into neighboring areas. For instance, in the
orange subregions in layer pattern (second layer from the bottom)
and in block pattern (top left block) examples (Fig. 2f), dispersed
errors were found in CARD but not in SONAR, RCTD or Cell2lo-
cation (Supplementary Figs. 5a and 6a). The elastic weighting
design in SONAR made the involvement of local neighbors more
flexible. The exclusion of spots less similar to the focal spot sig-
nificantly mitigated the edge effect displayed in the results of
SONAR-0. The addition of a pre-clustering step in SONAR further
improves the overall JSD (Fig. 2f, g and Supplementary Figs. 5b
and 6b).

In summary, our simulation study demonstrated the ability of
SONAR in deconvolution under complex spatial patterns and
transition modes.

Fig. 1 | Overview of the computational framework of SONAR. SONAR is designed
for cell-type deconvolution of spatial transcriptomic data. a SONAR inputs spatial
transcriptomics expressionmatrix (top)with coordinates information (middle) and
an annotated scRNA-seq data as cell type reference (bottom). b The Poisson-

Gamma regressionmodel of SONAR. c The spatial (kernel) weight and the adaptive
tuning strategy (pre-clustering, and elastic weighting) applied in SONAR. d SONAR
outputs a spatial map of cell types and the detailed cell type composition of
each spot.
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SONARmaps layer-specific neurons inmouse cortex and locates
fine scale structure in human heart
To assess SONAR under realistic tissues with complex patterns, we
evaluated its performance on real ST data with known annotation or
with clear regional structure.

First we applied SONAR to a Mouse visual cortex data which is
in the form of a typical layer pattern. The data was acquired by
STAR-map, which achieves single-cell resolution42. It includes 1549
cells that correspond to 15 cell types, and was gridded into 189
pseudo-spots with each containing 1–18 cells26 (“Methods” sec-
tion). We applied scRNA-seq dataset from ref. 43 as reference.
SONAR could clearly distinguish cell types in different layers
(Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 7). The Glutamatergic neurons,

such as L2/3, L4, L5, and L6 neurons, dominate in spatially distinct
but partially overlapping layers37. SONAR successfully recovered
these regionally densely distributed neuron types with high cor-
relations of estimated to true cell type proportion (Fig. 3a and
Supplementary Fig. 7 and Table 1). The GABAergic neurons (Pvalb,
Sst, and Vip) are more loosely distributed and are often located
within one or more layers37. SONAR also resolved these sparse
neuron types and many other Non-neuron types, such as Olig and
Smc cells (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 7 and Table 1). Com-
pared to other methods, SONAR had the lowest MR score; SONAR-
0 and RCTD tied for the second place (Fig. 3b). SONAR also out-
performed other methods in overall correlations of estimated cell
proportions to the truth (Table 1).

Fig. 2 | Benchmarking SONAR under synthetic data. a Pattern design under
Homo-Area scheme. The first row, the abundanceof dominant cells decreases from
8 to 2. The second row, the number of dominant cell types changes from 4 to 1. b
The mean JSD of all compared methods under synthetic data simulated according
to scenarios in a (n = 2000, 5 replicates * 400 spots). c, d The sorted MR scores
(which is aggregated over RMSE and JSD across all scenarios; see Methods) of
Homo-Area scheme and Compo-Area scheme. e The boxplots comparing JSD of
SONAR to SONAR-0 (the raw version of SONAR without performing pre-clustering
and elastic weighting) under the three different transition mode (n = 4000, 5
replicates * 800 spots). Tested under paired one-sided (less) Wilcoxon rank-sum

test. ****p ≤0.0001. The exact p-values are 7.4 × 10−47, 7.7 × 10−6, 1.6 × 10−6 respec-
tively. f, g Exemplar comparison among different versions of SONAR under Layer
and Block patterns. PreC is SONAR-0 with pre-clustering, Elast is SONAR-0 with
elastic weighting, and FULL is SONAR. The first column show the true pattern and
other columns show the JSD at each spatial spot. In g, the JSD difference of each
spot for the exemplar scenarios in f, with SONAR-0 as the baseline (the red hor-
izontal line represents no differences, n = 800 spots). Each box plot in e and
g ranges from the first and third quartiles with the median as the horizontal line,
while whiskers represent 1.5 times the interquartile range from the lower and upper
bounds of the box. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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We further performed SONAR to mouse hippocampus dataset
acquired by Slide-seqV26, which contains 41,795 spots and 5093 genes.
Themouse hippocampus has twomajor regions: Cornu Ammonis (CA)
and Dentate Gyrus (DG). The principle cell type located by SONAR
were in accordance to the regions annotated in Allen Brain Institute44.
For example, Dentate cell type was mainly located in the V-shaped
granule layer in DG (Supplementary Fig. 8a). CA1 and CA3 cell types
were correctly mapped to the respect pyramidal layers of CA. The
pyramidal layers occupies a thin linear region, which is in the form of a
typical background pattern (see “Methods” section). Other methods

such as RCTD, Cell2location, and Stereoscope were also able to map
these major cell types. When evaluating the correlation between
inferred cell type proportions and cell type specific markers (Supple-
mentary Table 1), SONAR showed superior performance overall other
methods in terms of overall correlation ranks (Supplementary Fig. 8b
and Supplementary Table 2).

Next, we applied SONAR to Developing human heart data, which
generatedbasedon in situ sequencing45. It contains 17,444 cellswith 65
genes, and was gridded into 1039 pseudo-spots10 (“Methods” section).
The annotated single-cell data of the human heart data were used as

Fig. 3 | Evaluation of real spatial transcriptomics data. a Truth (top row) vs
SONAR predicted (second row) proportions of Glutamatergic neurons (left 2),
GABAergic neurons (middle 2), and Non-neuron cell types (right 2) in the mouse
visual cortex dataset. b, c The sorted MR scores of compared algorithms in mouse
visual cortex dataset and human heart dataset. d Pie plots of cell type composition
at each spatial spot in human heart dataset, ground truth vs SONAR predictions.

The magnified boxes show the unique distribution of Cardiac neural crest cells
(cNCCs) and Schwann progenitor cells (SPCs) in the outflow tract region. e The
comparison between the ground truth and inferred proportions by SONAR of the 4
major cardiac cell types (atrial cardiomyocytes, ventricular cardiomyocytes,
smooth muscle cells/fibroblast-like, and epicardial cells). The colors represent the
scaled proportion for each cell type. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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reference10,45. SONAR ranked at the top and performed better than
RCTD and Stereoscope (Fig. 3c), all of which were benchmarked to
have captured the expected spatial distribution of cell types10 (Fig. 3d
and Supplementary Fig. 9). SONAR-0 ranked, between RCTD and Ste-
reoscope, in the third place. SONAR correctly mapped the major car-
diomyocytes the corresponding atrial and ventricular bodies (Fig. 3e).
It also finely predicted the distribution of Smooth muscle cells in the
outflow tract andmapped Epicardial cells to the thin outer layer of the
heart (Fig. 3e).

It is worth noting that both versions of SONAR captured the key
distributions of Cardiac neural crest cells (cNCCs) and Schwann pro-
genitor cells (SPCs) which are uniquely present in the outflow tract
region (Fig. 3d)45. This tiny structure of cell distribution, which was
reported in ref. 45, was missed or misplaced by other algorithms
(Supplementary Fig. 9). In addition, we further investigated the impact
of different resolution and spot scale to the performance of decon-
volution. We mimic pseudo-spots with higher resolution by reducing
grid size to 75% and 50% of the original grid size (see Supplementary
Note 2). SONAR maintained its advantage over the other methods
compared, although there is a decrease in performance from the ori-
ginal grid size to the higher resolution size (Supplementary Fig. 10a). In
particular, the distribution of cNCCs and SPCs were robustly mapped
by SONAR at different resolutions. (Supplementary Note 2 and Sup-
plementary Fig. 10b, c). The results demonstrated the ability of SONAR
to capture the fine spatial structure of cell composition.

SONAR characterized regional cell type distributions in pan-
creatic ductal adenocarcinoma
Next, We applied SONAR to a human pancreatic ductal adenocarci-
noma (PDAC) spatial transcriptomics dataset (PDAC-A-1 in ref. 46),
which were acquired from the ST technology7. The PDAC tissue has
four major regions including the Cancer region, Ductal Epithelium
region, Stroma region, and Pancreatic region (Fig. 4a), which were
annotated according to features ofH&E staining by histologists17,46. For
cell type reference, we applied annotated scRNA-seq data generated
from paired sample46.

SONAR well characterized the spatial heterogeneity of cell type
composition in PDAC (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 11). The cell type
proportions estimated by SONAR were all significantly correlated with
the expression of cell type specific marker genes (Supplementary
Tables 3–5). For example, spots enriched with TM4SF1, PRSS1/2, and
SERPINA1 are also predicted to, respectively, have high proportions of
Cancer clone A cells, Acinar cells, and Ductal centroacinar cells
(Fig. 4b). By comparing results to other methods, SONAR showed

stronger correlation in most cell types (Fig. 4c and Supplementary
Table 4). Even for widely distributed rare cell types such as DC cells or
T andNK cells, SONAR can still result in significant cell type proportion
to marker correlations (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 11).

SONAR correctly identified regionally restricted cell types (Fig. 4d
and Supplementary Figs. 11–13). For example, in Cancer region, SONAR
not only mapped the two Cancer clone cells, but also captured the
enrichment of Ductal high hypoxic and Fibroblast cells (Fig. 4d top). In
Pancreatic region, SONAR revealed significantly higher proportion of
Acinar cells and Endocrine cells (Fig. 4d middle). Especially, the dis-
tribution of Endocrine cells in the central and upper Pancreatic sub-
regions (Supplementary Figs. 11 and 13). In addition, SONAR identified
the differential distribution of the two Dendritic cell subpopulations
(Fig. 4d middle and bottom), where subpopulation A (mDCs A) was
enriched in the Pancreatic region and subpopulation B (mDCs B) was
enriched in the Ductal region46. These regional distributions that have
been fully characterized by SONAR were only partially identified by
other methods (Supplementary Figs. 11–13). The regional correlation
of cell type proportion and expression of type-specific markers also
demonstrated the superior performance of SONAR over other meth-
ods within each subregion (Supplementary Fig. 14 and Supplementary
Table 5).

Better estimation of regional cell type proportions allowed
SONAR to make improved characterization of regional co-localization
of cell types. SONAR identified Ductal high hypoxic cells co-localize
with mDCs A cells in the Cancer region (Fig. 4e and Supplementary
Fig. 15a), which indicates that specific subtypes of mDCs cells may be
generated by precursors exposed to hypoxia environments47. The co-
localization of Endothelial cells and Fibroblasts revealed by SONAR in
the Cancer region reflects the complex interplay of the main compo-
nents in tumor stroma during tumor growth process48 (Fig. 4e and
Supplementary Fig. 15a). Moreover, SONAR also discovered the co-
localization of Acinar cellswith both Endocrine andmDCsA cells in the
Pancreatic region (Fig. 4e and Supplementary Fig. 15b), which trends
were not detected by other methods (Fig. 4e).

SONAR can fine-mapping co-localized cell types at tumor lead-
ing edge
We further applied SONAR to resolve heterogeneity of tumor leading
edge region in primary liver cancer. The four samples HCC-1L, HCC-2L,
HCC-3L, and HCC-4L, which generated by 10x Visium platform25, all
constitute of Normal, Tumor, and Transition regions in one slice. We
applied single-cell dataset in ref. 49,which contained ~74,000 cells and
was annotated to 17 cell types, as reference.

Table 1 | Correlation of estimated to true cell type proportions in Mouse cortex data

SONAR SONAR-0 CARD RCTD Cell2location Stereoscope SPOTlight SpatialDWLS SD2

Olig 0.957 0.960 0.960 0.956 0.953 0.955 0.912 0.947 0.877

Excitatory L2/3 0.885 0.884 0.549 0.878 0.766 0.678 0.850 0.400 0.532

Inhibitory Sst 0.851 0.828 0.756 0.819 0.489 0.839 0.503 0.712 0.262

Excitatory L4 0.826 0.840 0.646 0.865 0.828 0.872 0.795 0.723 0.349

Excitatory L6 0.824 0.840 0.785 0.810 0.838 0.723 0.836 0.699 0.458

Astro 0.789 0.799 0.592 0.778 0.743 0.772 0.748 0.682 0.425

Excitatory L5 0.711 0.726 0.515 0.706 0.654 0.561 0.552 0.453 0.172

Inhibitory Pvalb 0.627 0.670 0.659 0.696 0.709 0.779 0.627 0.585 0.371

Endo 0.586 0.584 0.584 0.599 0.527 0.557 0.424 0.384 0.174

Inhibitory Vip 0.572 0.566 0.332 0.310 0.400 0.426 0.431 0.294 0.324

Smc 0.515 0.130 0.599 0.270 0.138 −0.144 −0.144 −0.112 −0.044

Micro −0.060 −0.053 −0.132 −0.062 −0.031 −0.034 −0.050 −0.069 0.052

Average 0.673 0.648 0.570 0.635 0.585 0.582 0.540 0.493 0.329

Thevalue indicates the Pearsoncorrelationof estimated to true cell type proportions for each cell type for all algorithms.Higher values indicate better performance. The top twocorrelations for each
cell type are shown in bold.
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SONAR successfully resolved the spatial distribution of cell types
in the samples (Supplementary Fig. 16). The proportions of Fibroblasts
and Endothelial cells weremainlymapped by SONAR to the Transition
region, which forms the fibrous capsule between Normal and Tumor
regions25,50,51 (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Figs. 17 and 18). The propor-
tions of these two cell types in Normal and Tumor regions were
observed to be higher in HCC-2L, which has disrupted capsule

structure, as compared to the other three samples (Fig. 5b). We also
discovered a significantly lower proportion of Myeloid cells in the
Normal region compared to the Tumor region only in sample HCC-2L
(Supplementary Fig. 17), while in HCC-1L, 3L and 4L this tendency
reversed to higher. These regional distinctions between and within
samples were in accordance with ref. 25, and were fully characterized
only by SONAR and RCTD (Supplementary Figs. 19–24. Note that we
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excluded SD2 in this comparison since its training process did not
converge in all four datasets).

In addition, the cell type compositions resolved by SONAR
reflected the clinical status of patients. For example, HCC-2L is in
advanced tumor stage as compared to other samples25, and was
identified to have comparatively higher proportions of Tregs and B
Cells (Supplementary Fig. 25). These cell types are reported to be
positively correlated with progressive tumor stage52–54, and further the
Treg proportion also negatively correlates with encapsulation55.
Moreover, the HBV-positive samples HCC-1L, HCC-2L, and HCC-4L25

were identified to have significantly elevated B Cells proportions in
Transition regions (Supplementary Fig. 17), which confirmed the
observations in ref. 52 that an increased percentage of B Cells in the
tumor margin region are found in HBV patients.

Interestingly, although Fibroblasts and B Cells are enriched in the
Transition region of these HBV-positive samples, their regional co-
localizationwas absent (Supplementary Figs. 17 and26). This trendwas
revealed only by SONAR in all three samples (Fig. 5c and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 26). To further investigate the fine-grained co-localization of
cell types, we defined a LoCo score for each spot, which characterizes
the local co-localization of a pair of cell types (“Methods” section). We
observed that higher Fibroblasts-B Cells LoCo scores seem to be dis-
tributed along the leading edges between Transition region and the
other two regions (Fig. 5d, e). Specifically, the LoCo scores at theOuter
Edge of the Transition region tend to be greater than that of the Inner
Edge (Fig. 5e). Further, the LoCo scores in other regions are all sig-
nificantly higher than the Interior Transition region (Fig. 5e). In addi-
tion, samples with complete capsules (HCC-1L and HCC-4L), stronger
levels of co-localization were distributed at the Normal side of the
Edge. While for HCC-2L, higher LoCo scores were distributed around
the Tumor side of the Edge, probably due to its disrupted capsule at
the Normal side (Fig. 5d, e). These fine-scaled co-localization tenden-
cies of Fibroblasts and B Cells weremore clearly revealed by SONAR as
compared to other methods (Supplementary Fig. 27). In particular,
mapping the regionalmedianLoCo scores (SupplementaryFigs. 28–30
and Supplementary Table 6) onto the spatial spots, allowed us to
explicitly visualize the sharpOuter Edge resolved by SONAR that forms
a local peak over neighboring regions. SONAR also identified similar
co-localization trends between Fibroblasts and other immune cell
types (Supplementary Fig. 31). These results again demonstrated the
advantage of SONAR in fine-mapping of cell types at sharp boundary
region in complex tissues.

Discussion
Sequencing-based spatial transcriptomics offers an unprecedented
opportunity to interrogate cellular organization and functional dis-
tribution in large tissue regions. With the accumulation of well-
annotated scRNA-seq data, cell type deconvolution, and spatial map-
ping is becoming a critical step prior to most downstream analyses of
ST data. In this study, we proposed SONAR, a spatially weighted
regression with direct modeling of raw counts in ST data by Poisson-
Gamma mixture distribution, which can sufficiently account for the

over-dispersion effect. SONAR utilized the wealth of spatial informa-
tion to resolve cell types’ compositional distribution over tissue space.
By synthetic data under various designs of cellular compositions and
spatial patterns, we demonstrated SONAR’s ability to accurately map
the spatial distribution of cell types. SONAR correctly localized the
regional-specific cell types in ST datasets, including mouse brain,
human heart, and human PDAC. SONAR also identified the spatial co-
localization trend of immune cells in the human liver tumor micro-
environment. In addition, SONAR demonstrated high computational
efficiency (Supplementary Note 3).

There are methods that make use of spatial information and aim
to perform spatial expression reconstruction based on scRNA-seq
data1. For example, the optimal-transport-based models novoSpaRc56

and SpaOTsc57. novoSpaRc reconstructs spatial gene expression from
single-cell data to a predefined physical region, based on a structural
correspondence hypothesis, that is cells in physical proximity share
similar gene expression profiles. SpaOTsc is specifically designed for
image-based spatial expression data. It aims to complete the expres-
sion profile of each cell/spot in space and infer cell-cell communica-
tion. Other deconvolution algorithms such as SPICEMIX58,
unsupervisedly represents each spot by a mixture of latent factors
(metagenes) and tries to elucidate the interplay of spatial and intrinsic
factors of each spot. Although these methods map cell expression
profile to spatial locations or deconvolute spatial transcriptome into
latent factor factors, they are not designed typically for spatial cell-
type deconvolution task. As a result, we did not compare with these
methods.

The spatial information is invaluable for characterizing cellular
spatial constitution in relative homogeneous tissue regions. However,
inducing spatial information indiscriminately will introduce extra bias
due to the edge effect when the sampled tissue area covers multiple
heterogeneous subregions with sharp transition boundaries. For
instance, in layered mouse visual cortex data, SONAR outperformed
both SONAR-0 and CARD, which only apply fixed kernel function to
incorporate spatial information. SONAR improved the performance by
applying pre-clustering and elastic weighting. Thereby, the spatial
information can be effectively utilized over spots with identical cluster
assignment to greatly mitigate bias caused by edge effect. The adap-
tively tuning of spatial weights according to neighboring expression
similarities will further improve local cell type deconvolution in fine
scale. SONAR demonstrated its effectiveness in the application to
human liver cancer samples, which cover the transition region from
purenormal to pure tumor regions25. The sharp leading edges at tumor
margin regions were clearly resolved by SONAR, with the detailed co-
localization dynamics of B Cells, as well as other immune cells, to
Fibroblasts finely preserved.

The choice of single-cell reference can be vital in all supervised
deconvolution methods. In human heart data, for instance, we
applied scRNA-seq reference sampled from a different donor that
sampled the ST data. Although SONAR was able to correctly map the
distribution of cNCCs and SPCs to the outflow tract region in the
heart, this unique composition can merely be identified by other

Fig. 4 | Analyzing PDAC data. a Left, annotated spatial regions of PDAC data. Right,
pie plots of the inferred cell-type composition at each spot by SONAR. b Top, the
(scaled) proportions of regional specific cell types inferred by SONAR. Bottom, the
(scaled) expression levels of corresponding cell-type-specific marker genes. c Cor-
relations between inferred cell-type proportions and corresponding cell-type-specific
marker genes across spatial locations for each algorithm. The colors represent rank
of correlations for each cell type over all algorithms. The p-values indicate the sig-
nificance level under one-sided Spearman rank test for positive correlation. d Com-
parisons of regional abundance of regional specific cell types in three regions: Cancer
region (n= 137 spots) vs non-Cancer region (n= 289 spots) (top), Pancreatic region
(n= 70 spots) vs non-Pancreatic region (n= 356 spots) (middle), and Duct Epithelium
region (n= 72 spots) vs non-Duct Epithelium region (n= 354 spots) (bottom), with the

p-value is indicated by one-sided (greater) Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Each box plot
ranges from the first and third quartiles with the median as the horizontal line, while
whiskers represent 1.5 times the interquartile range from the lower andupper bounds
of the box. e, The regional (Pearson’s) correlation between cell-type proportions
for co-localized pairs of cell types in Cancer region (top) and Pancreatic region
(bottom), p-values indicate the significance level under one-sided t-test for positive
correlation. ****p≤0.0001, ***p≤0.001, **p≤0.01, *p≤0.05, ⋅p≤0.1, ns: p >0.1. mDCs
myeloid dendritic cells, pDCs plasmacytoid dendritic cells, RBCs red blood cells, NK
cells natural killer cells, D.high hypoxic, Ductal high hypoxic; D.anti-present, Ductal
antigen-presenting; D.centroacinar, Ductal centroacinar; D.terminal, Ductal terminal;
Non-Duct, Non-Duct Epithelium. Source data are provided as a Source Data file
including the exact p-values in c–e.
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methods when using internal reference (from single cell sampled
from the same donor) as shown in the recent benchmarking study10.
Evaluation of single-cell reference is beyond the scope of our study.
Nevertheless, applying reference from the paired single-cell sample,
if available, is always recommended, which generally will produce
better results than using external references (single-cells from the
different donor)10,20.

In summary, we proposed a model-based deconvolution algo-
rithm SONAR, which greatly improved the accuracy in resolving cell

type composition in ST data under complex spatial patterns. With the
cumulation of spatial transcriptomic data, we expect that SONAR can
provide fine-grained cell-type mapping of tissue architecture and aid
the understanding of spatial function distributions.

Methods
Spatial modeling of SONAR
SONAR describes a Geographically Weighted Multivariate Poisson-
Gamma Regression model for cell types deconvolution of regional
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spatial transcriptomics data, which properly considers the similarity
information of neighboring spots.

Let I = f1,2, � � � , Ig indicate the spatial spots from the ST data, with
coordinates of each i 2 I recorded as ci = (ui, vi). Let G= f1,2, � � � ,Gg be
the set of assayed genes, and the observed spatial transcriptomic
count matrix denotes as Y I ×G = ðyi,g Þi2I ,g2G. Further let ST ×G =
ðst,g Þt2T , g2G, denotes the reference cell type signature matrix for T
cell types in T = f1,2, � � � ,Tg of G gene, which preprocessed from
annotated single-cell data (ref. 22 and see preprocessing of single cell
reference). We model the expected expression rate, λi,g, of gene g 2 G
at spot i 2 I as a linear function of reference cell type signatures
st,g ,8t 2 T :

λi,g =βi,0 +
XT
t = 1

βi,t � st,g ,

where the intercept βi,0 defines the spot-specific effect, and βi,ts
represent the mixture weights of reference cell types t 2 T . For
convenience, we refer all the unknown parameters to be estimated in
the above linear model for spot i as βi = fβi,j : j 2 T ∪ f0gg.

For each spot i 2 I and gene g 2 G, we model yi,g by a Poisson-
Gamma distribution as:

yi,g ∣λi,g ,Vi,g ∼PoissonðΦiλi,gV i,g Þ, ð1Þ

where Φi is the total number of UMIs in spot i, which serves as scale
factor for sequencing depth at each spatial location;
Vi,g ~ Gamma(αi, αi) is the unobserved multiplicative random effect of
heterogeneity, which accounts for gene- and spatial-specific over-
dispersion. When αi→∞ or fix Vi,g = 1, the model in Eq. (1) reduce to
Poisson with mean Φiλi,g. In this study we will use the over-dispersion
version by default.

Under the model in equation (1), we can write the likelihood of
observing yi,g as P(yi,g∣βi, αi) (See SupplementaryNote 1 for details). The
log-likelihood of observing expression profile of all genes in G at spot
i,8i 2 I can be then written as:

Liðβi,αiÞ= ln
Y
g2G

Pðyi,g ∣βi,αiÞ: ð2Þ

Since spatially neighboring spots are likely to have similar cell
type compositions17, we introduce the Geographically Weighted
Poisson-Gamma model. It adopts a kernel regression methodology
that uses a spatial weighting function to calibrate local
parameters39,59.

We define the local set of spot i as N i = i∪
fn : n is a neighbor spot of ig. The local log-likelihood of spot i can be

approximated as39,59,60:

Tðβi,αiÞ=
X
n2N i

Lnðβi,αiÞ �wðdn,iÞ, ð3Þ

where Ln(βi, αi) has the same form as raw log-likelihood function
defined in Eq. (2), except that the parameters are shared with the focal
spot i. The w(dn,i) is a weighting kernel function that decaying with
spatial distance. We applied the bi-square kernel function, which
decays rapidly with distance and thus is more conservative under
situations with high heterogeneous spatial patterns:

wn,iðdn,iÞ= ½1� ðdn,i=bÞ2�
2

dn,i ≤ b

0 dn,i >b

(
,

where dn,i is the Euclidean distance between spatial location of spot i
and n 2 N i. The hyper-parameter b defines the bandwidth which
determines the maximum radius of neighbors. In the original
geographically weighted regression frame, the optimal bandwidth
can be optimized through cross-validation or Akaike information
criterion39. Here, to avoid over smoothing the cell type proportion
estimates, we use a small bandwidth that accounts for neighbors in
nearest proximal (first order neighbors) by default (Supplementary
Note 4). In this way, we can then obtain the MLE for non-negative
parameters βi and αi for each spot i. The algorithm implemented to
find the MLE is in the Supplementary Note 5.

Elastic weighting selection of similar neighbor spots
To better characterize patchy spatial patterns and reduce bias caused
by edge effect, we introduce two additional steps in SONAR4,36.

First, in broad scale, we perform a quick pre-clustering of
spatial transcriptomic data with Louvain algorithm in standard
Seurat pipeline61. By assigning clusters to spots, the spatial kernel
weight of spots within the neighboring set N i that are in different
cluster to the focal spot i, will be set to zero.We have also evaluated
several popular clusteringmethodswithdifferent settingsof hyper-
parameters, i.e. the resolution parameter. The results show that
SONAR is robust to the choice of pre-clustering algorithms (Sup-
plementary Note 6).

Second, in fine scale, we apply a elastic weighting strategy: the
original kernel weights of neighboring spots in Eq. (3) are adaptively
adjusted according to their expression similarity to the focal spot.
Intuitively, neighboring spotswithmore similar expression profiles are
more likely to have analogous cell type composition. The elastic
weighting design will increase/decrease the kernel weights to similar/
dissimilar neighbors. In detail, for spot n 2 N i the elastic weighting
adjustment of wn,i is denoted as:

~wn,i =w
ρ�ð1�SimðEn ,EiÞÞ
n,i ,

Fig. 5 | Analyzing HCC data. a Top, annotated regions in 4 samples (HCC-1L, HCC-
2L, HCC-3L, HCC-4L): Normal, Transition, and Tumor regions. Middle and bottom,
the (scaled) proportions of Fibroblasts and Endothelial cells inferred by SONAR. b
Boxplots of regionalproportions of Fibroblasts (top) and Endothelial cells (bottom)
inferred by SONAR in 4 samples (n = 1064; 1063; 1684; 1381; 409; 1922; 1083; 601;
1281; 1685; 1311; 2127 spots from left to right boxes, respectively). c Correlations of
Fibroblasts and B Cells proportions which inferred by each algorithms in the three
HBV-positive samples (HCC-1L, HCC-2L, HCC-4L): Global, Normal, Transition, and
Tumor regions. Color indicates two-sided Spearman rank correlationswithp-values
represent the significance levels: ****p ≤0.0001, ***p ≤0.001, **p ≤0.01, *p ≤0.05. d
The spatial plots (major sub-panel) show the spatial distribution of LoCo scores of
Fibroblasts and B Cells inferred by SONAR on each spots in samples HCC-1L, HCC-
2L, and HCC-4L. The shapes of spots indicate the Transition region (rhombus
shape) and non-Transition regions (circle shape). The line plots in the upper/left

sub-panels show the marginal distribution of the (vertical/horizontal) average
proportions of Fibroblasts (purple) and B Cells (blue). Vert.Mar.Prop. vertical
marginal proportion, Hori.Mar.Prop. horizontal marginal proportion. e The strati-
fied distribution of LoCo scores of Fibroblasts and B Cells based proportions
inferred by SONAR (n = 781; 314; 182; 120; 78; 80; 1199; 330; 727; 790; 865; 275; 295;
1386; 877; 570; 236; 175; 108; 215; 1926 spots from left to right boxes, respectively).
Spots are stratified according to the regional composition of their neighboring set
into (right sub-panel): Pure Normal, Outer Edge to Transition region (Normal or
Tumor side), Inner Edge to Transition region (Normal or Tumor side), Interior
Transition region, and PureTumor region. Each box plot inb and e ranges from the
first and third quartiles with the median as the horizontal line, while whiskers
represent 1.5 times the interquartile range from the lower and upper bounds of the
box. Source data are provided as a SourceData file including the exactp-values in c.
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whereρ is a hyperparameter that controls the adaptive strength. Ei and
En are the expression vectors of spot i and its neighbor n, and their
cosine similarity is defined as:

SimðEn,EiÞ=
En � Ei

∣∣En∣∣× ∣∣Ei∣∣
:

Preprocessing of singe cell reference
From the count matrix of annotated scRNA-seq reference, we first
filtered out cell types with <5 cells. We then normalized the library size
for each cell and aggregated the expressionprofileswithineach type to
get the mean expression. For each cell type, we selected genes with
average expression above 0.02% (per cell) and at least 0.75 log fold
change compared to the average expression across all cell types. These
steps generated the raw cell type signature matrix �ST ×G.

Finally, we followed the steps in ref. 22 to correct the platform
effects between the reference data and the spatial data. In detail, we
generated the corrected reference cell type signature matrix ST×G by
normalizing raw signatures �ST ×G:

st,g =�st,ge
γ̂g

where platform effects γ̂g can be estimated as follows: firstly, summar-
izing the spatial transcriptomics data as a single pseudo-bulk measure-
ment. Secondly, estimating each cell type’s proportion of this pseudo-
bulk by ordinary least squares regression based on the cell type
expression profile extracted from the reference. Then use the propor-
tions as weights to sum over each type’s expression profile and regard
summation as the overall spatial expression profile at the reference level.
Meanwhile, the pseudo-bulk vector obtained in the first step can be
regarded as the overall spatial expression profile at the spatial level.
Finally, the ratio of corresponding elements in these two levels can be
regarded as the gene-level platform effects γ̂g between reference and
spatial data, and the detailed proof can be seen in publication22.

Benchmark metrics
In order to measure the performance of deconvolution algorithms on
synthetic/real datasets, we adopt three metrics: Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE), Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD), andMean Rank (MR).
The definition are as follow:

RMSE. We define the RMSE of estimated cell type proportions as:

RMSE=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
S

XS
s = 1

~us,t � us,t

� �2
vuut ,

where S is the total number of all spots, ~us,t is the predicted proportion
for type t in spot s,us,t is the ground truth of cell type t. The lowerRMSE
means the better prediction.

JSD. Jensen-Shannon divergence is the symmetric, smooth version of
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, and it is used to measure the simi-
larity between two probability distributions. We denote the predicted
and actual cell type distributions as P andQ over cell type space T . The
KL divergence is defined as :

KLðP k QÞ=
X
t2T

PðtÞ log PðtÞ
QðtÞ

� �
:

The JSD can thus be defined as:

JSDðP k QÞ= 1
2
KLðP k MÞ+ 1

2
KLðQ k MÞ,

whereM = 1
2 ðP +QÞ. The lower JSD means the better prediction.

Mean Rank. In order to make a robust comparison of the algorithm
performance and inspired by the accuracy scoredefined in26, wedefine
amean rank score, termedasMR,by aggregatingoverRMSEs and JSDs.
A smaller MR indicates better overall performance.

Specifically, for a single datasetD: MR represents the average rank
of RMSE and JSDof an algorithm across all spots inD, denoted asMRD:

MRD =
1
2
ðRankRMSE +RankJSDÞ,

RankRMSE =
1
T

X
t2T

RanktRMSE,

RankJSD =
1
S

X
s2D

RanksJSD,

where T represents the total number of cell types, S represents the
total number of spots, RanktRMSE andRanksJSD are the ranksof RMSE and
JSD for the algorithm on cell type t and spot s, respectively.

For a collection of datasets C : MR represents the average rank of
RMSE and JSD of an algorithms across all datasets in C, denoted as
MRC:u

MRC =
1
2
ðRankRMSE +RankJSDÞ,

RankRMSE =
1
P

X
p2C

RankpRMSE,

RankJSD =
1
P

X
p2C

RankpJSD,

where P represents the total number of datasets in C, RankpJSD is the
rank ofmean JSD over all spots in dataset p for the algorithm, RankpRMSE
is the mean rank of RMSE for the algorithm over all cell types in
dataset p.

Generate synthetic data
Simulation based on scRNA-seq datasets. We applied the peripheral
blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) scRNA-seq datasets and referred to
the general approach for simulation of pseudo spatial data14,16,22,24. We
generated pseudo spatial data from an annotated peripheral blood
mononuclear cell (PBMC) scRNA-seq dataset, and designed various
cell type composition scenarios and spatial patterns. The expression
mixtureofmultiple cell types at each simulated spatial spot is obtained
with the following procedure: First, we simulated the observed num-
ber of cells for each cell type at the spot according to the designed
composition (number) of cell types. We then randomly sampled the
corresponding number of cells of each type from the scRNA-seq
dataset. Finally, we summed up the gene expression counts of all
sampled cells to generate the mixed expression profile at that spot
(more details in Supplementary Note 7). We constrained each pseudo-
spot to contains at most four cell types, including dominant types
(default expectation parameter 6) and/or sparse types (default
expectation 0.1). We divided our simulation into two schemes with
scenarios of cell type composition and spatial patterns designed as
follows:

In the first scheme, we aimed to test four local factors (including
abundance of dominant cells, number of dominant types, relative
proportion of multiple dominant types and abundance of sparse
cells) under a 20-by-20 spots region with homogeneous (same
expectations) cell type composition at each spot, referred to as
Homo-Area (Supplementary Fig. 1). In ‘abundance of dominant cells’
scenarios, we varied the expected number of cells in dominant type
from 8 to 2. In ‘abundance of sparse cells’, we changed the expected
number of cells in sparse type from 0.3 to 0. In ‘number of dominant
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types’ scenarios, we changed the number of dominant cell types
from 4 to 1. In ‘relative proportion of multiple dominant types’ sce-
narios, we varied the expected number of cells in two dominant types
from even expectations to uneven expectations. We generated 5
replicates for each scenarios of cell type composition with cell types
sampled randomly.

In the second scheme, we modeled more general spatial struc-
tures (including spatial pattern, transition mode, and abundance
change) in the form of composite regions, referred to as Compo-Area.
Under this scheme, we extended the spatial region to 20-by-40 spots
size, and generated composite region that constitute of multiple
homogeneous subregions. In ‘transition mode’ scenarios, we designed
three majors mode of transition between two subregions: Jump-tran-
sition, Gradient-transition, and Mixed-transition. Jump-transition
means that there is no intermediate transition area between sub-
regions, which form a sharp and clear boundary. Gradient-transition
refers to a soft boundary that form a buffer area between subregions,
where the cell type composition disperse in gradient from one side of
subregion to the other side. Mix-transition also form a soft boundary
between subregions, but with cell type composition in the buffer area
present in form of a uniform mixture over compositions of the two
subregions. In ‘spatial patterns’ scenarios we designed three major
patterns of subregions arrangement (with Jump-transition): Layer
pattern, Block pattern, and Background pattern. Layer pattern refers
to dividing the whole region into 2, 3, 4, and 5 layered subregions.
Block pattern means that the whole area is divided into hierarchically
blocked subregions. Backgroundpattern represents one ormore small
subregion floating on a large background of homogeneous region. In
‘abundance change’ scenarios, we generate two subregions with dif-
fered expectations of dominant cells. The homogeneous subregions
were by default formed by one dominant cell type and three sparse
types. We generated 5 replicates for each scenarios of cell type com-
position with cell types sampled randomly.

Simulation based on real spatial datasets. To benchmark the per-
formance of deconvolution algorithms on more real ST data, we used
two single-cell resolution ST datasets10,26. Follow the pipeline in
refs. 10,26, we simulate the ‘multi-cell spot’ like ST datasets by
‘gridding’ the single-cell resolution spatial data into pseudo spots.
Specifically, we divided the original coordinate space into grids. The
expression profiles of all cells in each grid were summed up as the
expression vector of eachpseudo-spot, and the center point of thegrid
was used as the new coordinate.

The Mouse visual cortex data was originally acquired by STAR-
map42, including 1549 cells that correspond to 15 cell types, and was
gridded into 189 square pseudo-spots with each containing 1–18 cells.
The scRNA-seq dataset based on Smart-seq from43 was as reference.

The Developing human heart data was originally generated based
on in situ sequencing (ISS)45. It contains 17,444 cells with 65 genes (4
genes filtered), andwas grided into 1039 pseudo-spot with eachof size
454*424 pixels. The annotated 10x scRNA-seq data of human heart10,45

were used as reference. To assess the effect of spot scale, we further
gridded the data with reduced sizes corresponding to 75% (356× 318
pixels, with an average of 10 cells) and 50% (227 × 212 pixels, with an
average of 4.9 cells) of the original grid size (see Supplemen-
tary Note 2).

LoCo score. We define LoCo score for each spot to characterize the
local co-localization cell type pairs. The LoCo score at spot i 2 I is
defined as: the Spearman correlation of proportions of the two cell
types over spots within the neighboring set N i.

Implementation of alternative algorithms
We compared SONAR with seven other algorithms, RCTD22, CARD17,
SPOTlight16, Stereoscope24, Cell2location23, SpatialDWLS15, and SD235.

For all algorithms, we followed the corresponding tutorials on Github
and used the recommended default parameter settings. For RCTD, we
used the “full”mode for all datasets except for the Slide-seqV2 dataset,
for which we used the “doublet” mode as recommended. For Stereo-
scope, Cell2location and SpatialDWLS, we use the run scripts from
benchmarking pipeline26. Specifically, for Stereoscope, we set the
parameter as: The single-cell model was trained with parameters “max
epochs” = 50,000, and The spatial model was trained with parameters
“max epochs” = 50,000. For Cell2location, we set “N cells per location”
= 10. For SpatialDWLS, we use “n cell” = 10. For SD2, we set “spot num”

= 300, “lower cellnum” = 10, “upper cellnum” = 20.

Statistics and reproducibility
In this study, 5 independent random replicateswereproduced for each
designed scenario in simulation and were all included in the analysis.
For real data applications, no statistical method was used to pre-
determine sample size, SONAR was evaluated across 8 spatial tran-
scriptomic datasets (including mouse cortex, mouse hippocampus,
human heart, PDAC, and 4 liver datasets), and no data were excluded
from the analysis. The material for reproducing the results within
Figures and Supplementary Figures is available in the SourceData files.
In the comparison, all themethodswere blinded to the ground truth of
the spatial data. The outputs from themethodswere then compared to
the ground truth available in the respective datasets.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
This study made use of publicly available datasets. The data were
acquired from the following websites or accession numbers. Anno-
tated PBMC scRNA-seq data (materials of synthetic datasets for
benchmarking) are publicly available at [https://github.com/
MarcElosua/SPOTlight_deconvolution_analysis/tree/master/analysis/
tool_benchmarking]. This data is original from the paper14. Gridded
mouse visual cortex spatial transcriptomic data, annotated scRNA-seq
reference, and the results of other algorithms on this dataset are
provided by the platform26 at [https://github.com/QuKunLab/
SpatialBenchmarking/tree/main/FigureData/Figure4/Dataset10_
STARmap]. These raw data are derived from the publications42,43. The
gridded human heart data and annotated scRNA-seq reference are
publicly available at [https://github.com/JiawenChenn/St-review/tree/
main/processed_data/heart/ISS]. These raw data are sourced from
ref. 45. PDAC spatial datasets and the paired reference are available at
GSE111672. The processed liver cancer spatial data from ref. 25 are
publicly available at [http://lifeome.net/supp/livercancer-st/data.htm].
These raw data are derived from ref. 25. The scRNA-seq reference in
liver cancer analysis is available at Mendeley data [https://doi.org/10.
17632/6wmzcskt6k.1]. The mouse hippocampus Slide-seqV2 dataset
and annotated scRNA-seq data are available at [https://singlecell.
broadinstitute.org/single_cell/study/SCP948/robust-decomposition-
of-cell-type-mixtures-in-spatial-transcriptomics]. Source data are pro-
vided with this paper. All data supporting the findings of this study are
available within the article and its supplementary files. Any additional
requests for information can be directed to, andwill be fulfilled by, the
lead contact. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
The R package of SONAR is available at https://github.com/
lzygenomics/SONAR62.
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